Selwyn-Waihora Zone Committee (Water Management)

87TH ORDINARY MEETING OF THE
SELWYN-WAIHORA ZONE COMMITTEE
TO BE HELD AT THE
LINCOLN EVENTS CENTRE
ON TUESDAY 2 OCTOBER 2018
AT 2.00 PM

"If there is magic on this planet, it is contained in water..."
Loran Eisely, US Author
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87th Meeting of the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee - Outline of Agenda
TUESDAY 2 October 2018
2.00pm
Bayliss Lounge, Lincoln Event Centre, Meijer Drive, LINCOLN

DATE:
TIME:
VENUE:

Committee Workshop 1pm – 2pm
Item Time
2.00pm

1.

Description

Pages Presenter

12 - 43

2.30pm

Meeting commences with karakia and formal order of
business:
• Apologies
• Identification of Urgent General Business
• Confirmation of minutes 4 September 2018
• Matters Arising & actions from last meeting
• Report to and from Regional Committee Meeting
(Karaitiana Taiuru)
• Update from Zone Committee members on
activities and meetings attended that relate to the
Committee’s outcomes for the zone
• Correspondence
• Te Reo
General Public Contribution

2.35pm

Climate, lake levels and Near River Recharge

45

4 - 11

44

Brett Painter,
Environment
Canterbury

3.30pm Break
Sylvia McAslan,
Environment
Canterbury
Miria Goodwin and
Ron Pellow

2

3.45pm

Verbal report: Swimmable Selwyn at Coes Ford

3

4.15pm

Fit for Future Project

46 - 62

4

4.50pm

Selwyn River Waikirikiri Plan Working Group update

63 - 70

Paul Hodgson

5

4.55pm

Zone Facilitator’s Report

71 - 78

Miria Goodwin,
Environment
Canterbury

4.15pm Approximate finish time
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MINUTES OF THE 86TH MEETING OF THE SELWYN WAIHORA ZONE COMMITTEE
HELD IN THE LINCOLN EVENTS CENTRE, LINCOLN ON TUESDAY 4 SEPTEMBER
2018 COMMENCING AT 2PM
AGENDA SUMMARY
Item Time
2.00pm

Description

Pages

Presenter

2.40pm

Meeting commences with karakia and formal order
of business:
• Apologies
• Identification of Urgent General Business
• Confirmation of minutes 7 August 2018
• Matters Arising & actions from last meeting
• Report from Regional Committee Meeting
• Update from Zone Committee members on
activities and meetings attended that relate to
the Committee’s outcomes for the zone
• Correspondence – letter from Chair to SDC re
water races
General Public Contribution

1.

2.45pm

Verbal Report: Snake Creek

2.

3.15pm

Verbal report: Selwyn Waihora Zone Delivery

3.

3.25pm
3.45pm

Break
Environment Canterbury’s Annual Compliance
Report for the Selwyn Waihora Zone

4.

4.15pm

Selwyn Te Waihora Good Management Practice
Nitrogen Loss Rates

5.

4.40pm

Selwyn River Waikirikiri Plan Working Group update

Paul Hodgson

6.

4.50pm

Zone Facilitator’s Report

Miria Goodwin,
Environment
Canterbury

5.00pm

Approximate finish time

The meeting was opened with a welcome and karakia by Cr Iaean Cranwell.
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting.

Karaitiana Taiuru

Allen Lim

Emily ArthurMoore
Fish and Game
Chris House
Environment
Canterbury
Chris House
Environment
Canterbury
Tami Woods
Environment
Canterbury
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PRESENT
Allen Lim (Chair), Dr Benita Wakefield (Wairewa Rūnanga), Megan Hands (Community
Member), Paul Hodgson (Community Member), Ron Pellow (Community Member),
Councillor Iaean Cranwell (Canterbury Regional Council), Councillor Murray Lemon (Selwyn
District Council), Les Wanhalla (Te Rūnanga o Taumutu), George Tikao (Te Rūnanga o
Ōnuku), Karaitiana Taiuru (Te Rūnanga o Koukourārata) and Maree Goldring (Community
Member)

IN ATTENDANCE
Councillor Nicole Reid and Therese Davel (Selwyn District Council), Miria Goodwin, Tami
Woods, Chris House, David Murphy, Dr Tim Davie, Angus McLeod, Mananui Ramsden
and Dr Stefanie Rixecker (Canterbury Regional Council), John Benn (Department of
Conservation), Scott Pearson and Emily Arthur-Moore (Fish and Game), Katherine
McCusker (Dairy NZ), Denise Ford (Waihora Ellesmere Trust), Katie Coluccio (University
of Canterbury), Katie Nimmo and Irene Setiawan (Waterways Centre for Freshwater
Management)

APOLOGIES
Apologies received from Kylie-Jane Phillips and Councillor Anne Galloway
Moved: Paul Hodgson /Seconded: Councillor Murray Lemon
That the Committee accept apologies for absence as noted.
CARRIED
IDENTIFICATION OF URGENT GENERAL BUSINESS
None.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Minutes of the 85th Meeting of the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee (Water
Management) held on Tuesday 7 August 2018.

Moved: Councillor Murray Lemon / Seconded: Dr Benita Wakefield
That the minutes of the 85th meeting of the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee (Water
Management) held on Tuesday 7 August 2018, be confirmed.
CARRIED

MATTERS ARISING AND ACTIONS FROM MINUTES
None.
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REPORT FROM REGIONAL WATER MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING
Nothing to report.

UPDATE FROM ZONE COMMITTEE MEMBERS ON ACTIVITIES AND MEETINGS
ATTENDED THAT RELATE TO THE COMMITTEE’S OUTCOMES FOR THE ZONE

Zone Committee members reported on meetings attended that relate to the work of the
Zone Committee including:
Councillor Murray Lemon – Selwyn Waikirikiri Plan Working Group; Farm Environment
Plan drop-in session in Leeston; Biodiversity working group meetings; Selwyn District
Council District Plan Review drop-in session;
Ron Pellow – fit-for-future target group; second meeting to be held in October
Paul Hodgson – Selwyn Waikirikiri Plan Working Group
Allen Lim – Horticulture working group; Waihora Ellesmere Trust meeting; hosted
Environment Canterbury on his farm to help them understand horticulture; nutrient
management workshop; Horticulture Industry Forum
Iaean Cranwell – Selwyn Waikirikiri Plan Working Group
Councillor Iaean Cranwell – Selwyn Waikirikiri Plan Working Group
Les Wanhalla – Christchurch West Melton Zone Committee; Selwyn Waikirikiri Plan
Working Group; Regional Committee; RMA 101 with Peter Skelton
Maree Goldring – Trustpower AGM; Rakaia Catchment Enhancement Fund Committee;
Maree also announced her intention to stand down from the Zone Committee at the end of
the year.

Correspondence

The Chair noted he had sent a letter to Selwyn District Council and the Chair of the Water
Race Subcommittee asking for a seat on the Subcommittee to encourage improved
communication between the two Committees. No reply has as yet been received and
Councillor Lemon reminded the Zone Committee that the Water Race Subcommittee was
an open public committee and anyone would be welcome to attend.
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GENERAL PUBLIC CONTRIBUTION
Katherine McCusker from DairyNZ told the Zone Committee about a large catchment
project to commence in Selwyn / Hinds soon. Dairy farms in the catchment will be targeted
to discuss whether they are meeting their environmental obligations. She added that if the
Zone Committee wanted someone from DairyNZ to present on the project they would be
more than happy to do so at a future meeting.
Item 5 was taken at this time, however, the minutes were recorded in order.
1. VERBAL UPDATE: SNAKE CREEK
(Emily Arthur-Moore, Fish and Game)
Emily Arthur-Moore presented to the Zone Committee on what had been completed so
far at Snake Creek. She said two springs have been restored as well as 1.1 lineal km
of waterway. River features were added every 10m e.g. narrowings, pinch points, weirs
and pools. A lot of stream boulders were used and seemed effective to create a habitat
for native fish and invertebrates. Trout seemed to choose these areas to spawn in,
which is an indication of good clean gravel and abundance of invertebrates. She said it
was exciting that it was the first year where there had not been a need for mechanical
drain clearing.
Emily added that sediment traps worked effectively with one of the traps clearing 8
tonnes of silt. Snake Creek cost around $113 / lineal m which includes one year’s
maintenance.
Emily referred to some of the challenges experienced including planting under centre
pivots; difficulty in obtaining land to treat surface flow of pollutants with farmers being
reluctant to permanently set aside areas for use; narrow riparian margins with constant
weed invasions; and the ongoing cost of clearing sediment traps.
Comments around the table included having to think about heavy rain events
throughout the year and the impact this may have on the creek; reference to an
AgResearch Report in this space; advantages of sediment traps; possibly increased
predation in an improved habitat; analysis of data collected at the end of the three year
research period; data on Silverstream which would be available after the October
sampling; that data on ‘before and after’ scenarios in relation to sediment traps would
be useful; and that data on volumes would be interesting as well.
In response to a question from Allen Lim as to who was involved in the research and
data collection, Emily said a number of funding organisations including the Zone
Committee, Environment Canterbury Regional Council, Department of Conservation,
Fonterra, Living Waters, Selwyn District Council, the pub charity, Rata Foundaton and
Leeston School. She noted that the Leeston School designed a 50m section
themselves and prepared a planting plan. The school children expect to do the work on
this later in the year with the Carex team having given them advice on monitoring and
design.
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2. VERBAL UPDATE: SELWYN WAIHORA ZONE DELIVERY
(Chris House, Environment Canterbury)
Chris House noted there was not a lot of change in Te Waihora wetlands due to the
weather. The team had one less Resource Management Officer. Three officers in the
team are currently looking at regionally significant consents, mainly monitoring. There
was a lot of work with subdivisions in Lincoln and Rolleston. Chris added staff were
working with farmers to provide farm environment plan support. There was also some
work done on Swimmable Selwyn for Coes Ford.
Chris informed the Committee that he resigned from his role at ECan effective 20th
September and was taking up another role at the Ministry of Justice. The role of Zone
Delivery Lead is currently being advertised. In the interim Johannes Welsch will be the
point of contact for the Selwyn Team until that person is appointed.
Chris thanked the Committee for its support over the past months. Allen Lim thanked
Chris for his contributions and wished him well with his future role.
Afternoon tea break 3.15pm – 3.40pm

3. ENVIRONMENT CANTERBURY’S ANNUAL COMPLIANCE REPORT FOR THE
SELWYN WAIHORA ZONE
(Chris House, Environment Canterbury)
Chris House went through his presentation on consent types. He touched on some of
the definitions and explanations of the numbers. There was only one coastal consent
which is for the lake opening.
Chris also told the Committee about the different ways in which ECan responded to
breaches or offences. In summary he said of the 1457 consents graded in the past
year, 90% were graded A. Compared to five (5) in the year before, ECan officers
issued 42 infringemenet notices; 50 abatement notices as compared to 18 the year
before; and 17 infringement notices as opposed to 9 the previous year. There was also
one prosecution compared to zero the year prior.
In response to a question from Megan Hands as to whether A and B graded consents
might also have received infringement notices Chris noted it may be the case, as one
event could have received more than one action. He added that officers would firstly
focus on high risk, poor history cases who might have previously obtained a C or D
grade. In response to follow up questions from Megan related to the average
processing time and costs for land use consents, Dr Stefanie Rixecker said it takes 29
days per application but she would get back about the cost.
In response to a question from Emily Arthur-Moore from Fish and Game, Chris said the
team visits farms after rainfall events, especially where there is a known issue with poor
history and poor performance of systems.
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4. SELWYN TE WAIHORA GOOD MANAGEMENT PRACTICE NITROGEN LOSS
RATES
(Tami Woods, Environment Canterbury)
Tami Woods noted that this was a very technical topic. Tami referred the Committee to
a schematic presentation of the Selwyn Te Waihora Planning Framework. By way of
background she noted that with consents, the vision was to move from current practices
to Good Management Practices using e.g. Farm Environment Plans (FEPs). Having
the FEPs audited is one of the end results. The focus currently was reviewing the 2009
– 2013 nitrogen loss rate @gmp working towards the end goal of further percentage
reductions by 2022.
Tami noted that in accordance with Schedule 24 irrigation has to be managed either by
way of property specific soil moisture monitoring; a soil water budget; or an irrigation
scheduling calculator. Currently there is no clear guideline as to how to model the
result of using these tools in OVERSEER®. Explaining the irrigation scheduling
calculator, Tami said it is adjusted to reflect the annual amount of water based on the
irrigation system used as well as annual amount of water based on your water permit.
In response to concerns raised about the validation of Overseer, Tami noted she would
facilitate an expert in Overseer to talk to the Zone Committee at a future meeting.
Ron Pellow raised the issue of managing nitrogen or fertiliser and said that where
Schedule 24 contained clarity around irrigation, it did not provide clarity around fertiliser.
This could point to a gap in what people were asked to do. He said there was a need to
ensure what people were asked to do, could be validated. Tami said she would follow
up with the logic behind the Schedule 24 issue and get back to the Zone Committee.

5. SELWYN RIVER WAIKIRIKIRI PLAN WORKING GROUP UPDATE
(Paul Hodgson)
Paul Hodgson reported that one of the things the working group would need to work on
was finalising or summarising its vision for the Waikirikiri River. Other working group
members also commented and Les Wanhalla noted that everyone present seemed to
have consensus on all of the waterway right from the hills down to Te Waihora.
Asked about a timeframe, Paul responded that he hoped by February 2019 the 5th
meeting would be held, and that they would be in a position to bring back a report
around March or April of 2019.

6. ZONE FACILITATOR’S REPORT
(Miria Goodwin, Environment Canterbury)
Miria Goodwin briefly updated the Committee on the refresh process which would be
starting in a week’s time. She added that Maree Goldring will stand down from the
Committee as noted earlier in the day, which means there would be two vacancies on
the Committee. Miria referred to the future committee meetings noting the November
meeting would be the Youth Zone Committee with around 35 – 40 visitors expected on
the day.
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Miria asked the Committee whether they would like a field trip to the High Country for
the December meeting. It would have a biodiversity focus and the Committee could
end off the year with a get-together e.g. a BBQ. The Committee discussed about
inviting other groups on the visit also, e.g. Councillors from ECan and SDC, CoGovernors, and the Selwyn River Waikirikiri Plan Working Group. Initial consensus was
for Te Waihora Co-Governors, Councillors and the Zone Committee to participate in the
field visit and have Kelvin’s Creek as a last (dinner) stop where the Selwyn River
Waikirikiri Plan Working Group would join the group.
Dr Benita Wakefield added that members might think about how rūnanga could help
facilitate the process of opening up pathways of communication. She said one project
which might facilitate this was around the Te Ahuriri Lagoon project. Another possible
project would be Kaitorete Spit, and she said if the Zone Committee wanted to learn
more about it, it would be beneficial to get the right person from the rūnanga to talk to
them about it. As these two projects were priority within the Co-Governor’s Board Dr
Wakefield would be encouraging discussions about it at an upcoming hui. Les
Wanhalla supported the idea, saying that, quite often, you have to start at the top to get
to the bottom.

7. GENERAL BUSINESS
Councillor Iaean Cranwell closed the meeting with karakia, wishing everyone safe travels
back home.

The meeting closed at 4.54pm.

DATED this

day of

__________________________
CHAIR

2018
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ACTIONS FROM MEETING
Name
ECan
ECan
DOC
ECan Zone Team
ECan
ECan
SWZC Committee Secretary
SWZC Facilitator
ECan

Action
Provide progress report against ZIP Addendum (and Selwyn
Te Waihora Plan) outcomes / targets
Lake margin wetlands and wet pasture – update at December
meeting

LINZ land adjacent to Rakaia River near Te Pirita with high
biodiversity values. DOC to update committee
Possible purchase of land in lower Silverstream. Updates to
be provided early 2019

Arrange Open Days for biodiversity project sites - ongoing
Arrange briefing on water balance for the Zone
Water Race Subcommittee meeting dates to Zone
Committee
Invite DairyNZ to future meeting to present on large
catchment project relating to dairy farms
Arrange presentation to the Zone Committee on
OVERSEER®
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CWMS REGIONAL COMMITTEE
Summary of Working Group Meetings 11 September 2018
1. FIT FOR FUTURE
• A summary of the first round of Goal and Task Group meetings was provided
• A first draft of 2025 and 2030 targets was discussed and comments sought during
the meeting and as homework – comments due 26 Sept. (table sent out to the RC
Monday 17 September)
• Next steps – seek feedback from Te Paiherenga, zone committees, sector and
community groups before the next round of Goal and Task Group meetings
• Next opportunity for Regional Committee discussion/input will be 9 October
2. BIODIVERSITY, ECOSYSTEM HEALTH &BRAIDED RIVERS
• The working group received an update on the four regional biodiversity projects
funded by the committee with additional funding from the Canterbury Biodiversity
Strategy fund. The regional projects focus on;
o Te Waihora
o Wainono Lagoon
o Braided Rivers
o Fish habitat
• A more detailed presentation/discussion focused on the Regional Braided River
Project (presentation attached)
3. RECREATION AND AMENITY
• The WG grappled with a new report “Freshwater Recreation and Amenity Values in
Canterbury: Literature Review and Action Plan” and how it may help to achieve and
measure some of the Recreation & Amenity Targets. This is a work in progress
…the group will meet again before the next Regional Cmtt meeting to clarify next
steps.
4. INFRASTRUCTURE
• The WG discussed the update on infrastructure initiative and the general direction of
government which is still unclear.
• Opening day for the Hekeao/Hinds Near River Recharge Project is scheduled for
Sunday 23 September ( postponement day 3 September)
• The WG also began to ponder the question below;
“Have we achieved a substantial increase in the reliability of supply and the area of irrigated
land, which has high standards of riparian, nutrient, and water-use management, consistent
with the principles of the Strategy?”
•
•
•

Where are examples of substantial progress towards this goal?
What are the current challenges and opportunities with respect to this goal?
What learnings can be included in the CWMS Fit for Future project
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Regional braided rivers projects
annual report - 2018
To the Regional Committee working
group
Frances Schmechel, Principal Biodiversity Advisor

Context
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• Only reporting on regional team projects
• Includes both regional funding streams:
– CWMS Regional Committee (RC) Immediate Steps
funded projects (‘Braided River Flagship’ - BRFS)
– Regional Initiatives (internal funding)

• The Braided River Flagship (BRFS) program
(upper Rangitata and Rakaia) was reviewed by
RC and approved for further 5 years in 2015

Key achievements
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• Second season of successful breeding Waiau
Toa/Clarence River islands
• New predator control program - upper Rakaia
• Upper Rakaia catchment weed control monitoring and review
• Completion of lower Waitaki trials (PhD student)
and publication of paper
• Trials of new management methods
• Strong partnerships and support across region
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Breeding success of black-fronted terns Waiau Toa/ Upper Clarence River
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Post flooding – smaller but
deeper channels
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Lower Waitaki Island trials
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21

Southern black-backed gull (SBBG)
strategy development underway in
addition to control in key locations
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BRaid developed resource

Upper Rangitata and Rakaia (BRFS)
23
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Lower Harper River looking northeast
below area where control work reaches
25
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+ Predator control Rangitata (yr2)
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Nest fates of black-fronted terns in
the upper and lower Rangitata
100%

Hatched

90%

Predation

80%
70%

Unk or
other

60%
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Wrybill chick survival - Rangitata

Rakaia predator control – new project
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Rakaia predator control
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Rakaia predator control
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Flooding years cyclic
Long-lived birds will try and renest

No recorded mammalian predation

New and ongoing project updates
39

• Developing a regional strategy for southern blackbacked gull control
• Phase 2 of robust grasshopper habitat
management trials
• Lower Waitaki mudfish coordinator support (3rd
season)
• Lower Waitaki islands, phase 2 (ongoing
monitoring and maintenance)
• Support for Hurunui and Waiau Uwha River ‘lean
management’ trials (zone led projects)
• Completion of two projects on site fidelity (to
inform habitat management) for black-billed gulls
and black-fronted terns (report pending)
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Leverage/ partnership of regional funds

Regional CWMS
37%

Zones (IMS)

55%

8%

Others (e.g. DOC,
LINZ, landowners,
Universities)

Future planned projects
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• Package of small projects to collect best available
information for future projects (habitat
management for plants, invertebrates, lizards,
mahinga kai) and associated ecosystems (river
mouths, estuaries, hapua and wetlands)
• Access management plan for Ashburton River
mouth
• Survey of springs along Ashburton River
• Funding support for BRaid (Braided River Aid) –
coordinator (workshop, partnerships, website)
• Joint ECan/DOC braided river work program
(similar approach to ‘weed strike force’
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 1

REPORT BY:
Brett Painter, Environment Canterbury

SUBJECT MATTER:
SELWYN WAIHORA UPDATE: CLIMATE, LAKE LEVELS
AND NEAR RIVER RECHARGE
DATE OF MEETING:
2 October 2018

Recommendation
That the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee consider the ‘Our Changing Climate’ presentation
at the Zone Committee meeting.

Background
This presentation follows previous climate and Near River Recharge project updates to the
Zone Committee. Hard copies of the presentation will be available at the meeting (and
following the meeting in electronic form).
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 3

SUBJECT MATTER:
CWMS Fit for the Future Project

REPORT BY:
Miria Goodwin and Ron Pellow

DATE OF MEETING:
2 October 2018

1. The Fit for the Future project is looking to develop goals for 2025 and 2030 for
the ten target areas in the Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS).
2. Zone Committees are an important part of delivering the CWMS. They are
heavily involved in both sub-regional plan-making and in championing the
actions that will lead to the Strategy and the plans being achieved.
3. The Regional Water Management Committee wants Zone Committees to
provide input into the draft goals for 2025 and 2030 that have been developed
by Task Groups and the Goals Working Group. There is an opportunity for
your Zone Committee to reflect particular zonal implementation needs,
thoughts about the draft goals and your Zone Implementation Programme
(ZIP), and priorities.
4. In particular, given the Zone Committee’s role, we are interested in any
thoughts or advice on
•
•

•

Are the draft goals on the mark, over-ambitious, or too easy? What
changes should be made to them? Are there any gaps?
To what extent are the goals relevant to your Zone – do they provide
an opportunity for local changes to be made that will make a real
difference? Should there be greater recognition of sub-regional
differences, and how might that happen? What would need to happen
in your Zone to achieve the goals? What are the barriers and what
could be done to enable more progress on the CWMS goals and
targets?
What are the actions and work programmes that will be needed to help
achieve the goals. Will your ZIP need to be refreshed?

5. The attached paper and its Appendix set out the process for developing the
2025 and 2030 goals, some issues that you might want to consider, and the
draft goals developed so far in the process. The draft goals are very much
‘work in progress’. Not all of the draft goals are fully developed and will need
refinement by stakeholders as the engagement process advances. Many of
the draft goals need sharpening. You can help shape the advice that the
Regional Water Management Committee will provide to the Canterbury
Mayoral Forum on the goals, and what needs to happen to achieve them.
6. If you have any views you can express them at your Zone Committee meeting
or alternatively in writing to cwmstargets@ecan.govt.nz by 7 October
(although earlier comments would be appreciated).
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Canterbury Water Management Strategy Fit for the Future Project:
Engagement Paper, September 2018
Purpose of the Paper
1. The purpose of this paper is to enable those key groups with an interest in the
Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS) to engage in setting
intermediary goals for 2025 and 2030, and the development of advice on CWMS
implementation. This paper and associated engagement meetings are designed
to:
• Get feedback on the draft CWMS 2025 and 2030 goals
• Get views on what will be needed in terms of implementation and
workstreams to achieve the goals
• Provide any feedback on issues that have been raised by Task Groups and
Goals Working Group set up to develop and provide advice on the draft goals.
Process of goals development so far
2. The Canterbury Mayoral Forum has initiated a project to develop intermediary
goals for 2025 and 2030 for the CWMS (between the established goals for 2020
and 2040) to indicate whether the CWMS is being achieved. The project scope
also includes development of advice on key barriers and enablers to strategy
implementation, with recommendations to address these.
3. Environment Canterbury is the project lead for the project, using the following
approach agreed by the Mayoral Forum:
•

While the CWMS framework is basically sound, the project needs to identify
what is required to maintain and build momentum for implementation of the
strategy and ensure it can be delivered, and develop intermediary goals for
2025 and 2030 to ensure the CWMS continues to provide meaningful
guidance for action;
• The establishment of six Task Groups1 to focus on the ten target areas of the
CWMS;
• The establishment of a Goals Working Group to provide a forum for
coordinated advice to the Regional Committee on a possible set of integrated
goals for 2025 and 2030, and what mechanisms are required to support the
delivery of the goals;
• Advice to the Mayoral Forum is coordinated by the Regional Water
Management Committee;
• The project is undertaken collaboratively with territorial authorities, Zone
Committees, Ngāi Tahu, community groups and sector groups;
• Reflecting the collaborative ethos of the CWMS through bringing together a
range of interests and perspectives to develop the draft goals and supporting
actions.
4. Five of the six Task Groups have had the first of two workshops. The Goals
Working group has met to consider the outcome of the Task Group meetings.
This work is reflected in the attached material.
1

Members of the Task Groups and Goals Working Group were chosen because of their particular knowledge
and water management backgrounds. They will contribute from their own mixed range of perspectives but
are not representing particular interests.
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Draft Goals
5. Attached are a set of draft goals for 2025 and 2030 for comment. The draft
goals are very much ‘work in progress’ and are a collation of input from the
groups to date. For ease of reading;
a. A “Theme” column has been added to the table to help describe the objective
of each goal.
b. All of the existing targets for 2020 and 2040 are underlined.
c. New draft targets have been noted with ‘New’ or ‘New Target’.
d. The 2025 and 2030 targets have been expressed in a single joined statement.
e. Percentage increases, or reductions for the 2025 and 2030 goals are yet to be
determined so are denoted with ‘X%’ for further analysis.
6. Not all of the draft goals are fully developed and will need refinement as the
engagement process advances.
7. We are particularly interested in your feedback on:
• the draft set of goals for 2025 and 2030 that have been developed so far –
what changes are needed?;
• any gaps that you can see in the goals related to the CWMS target areas;
• implementation and work programmes needed to ensure the goals are met;
• any barriers to the goals being achieved, and what could be done to enable
the achievement of the goals.
8. As yet there has been no meeting of the Task Group for the Regional and
National Economic Indicators target area. When the Task Group meets one of
the matters it will be asked to consider is whether the target areas and goals
provide a clear enough picture of the impact of the management of water on the
Canterbury regional economy. Any views on this would be welcome, including on
how conventional economic indicators (for example, employment, contribution to
GDP for agriculture and other sectors) can be supplemented by information on
the value of the range of other uses that water can be put to - amenity,
recreational, cultural – and how externalities can be considered in the best way.
Particular Issues for goal development
9. There are some other issues on which input would be useful, and which are set
out in tables below:
• Some suggested new target areas;
• Suggested changes to the 2040 targets;
• The way that common themes across a number of target areas can be
addressed;
• Implementation issues.
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Suggested new target areas
10. The Task Groups and Goals Working Group have suggested some areas in
which there could potentially be new targets and goals. These are summarised
in Table A below. There are some areas that are common between target areas
(for example, climate change, the recognition of Mātauranga Māori), and where
there are overlaps between draft goals and implementation measures (for
example, monitoring, emerging contaminants). Views on how these could best
be addressed would be appreciated.
Table A
Target area

New target/goals

Drinking water

Groundwater source protection as a 1st order priority
Remodelling of Groundwater [Quality and Quantity] to
account for impacts of Climate Change

Recreation and amenity

Mātauranga Māori – to integrate recreation and mahinga
kai
Climate change and implications for flow regime
Meet the recreational water quality guidelines for lake and
river sites used for contact recreation.

Ecosystem health, braided
rivers

Need for environmental resilience in face of climate change

Environmental limits

Measuring and reporting against limits

Measurement systems that cover scientific method and
Māori understandings

New technology and management techniques for limits
implementation
Kaitiakitanga

Monitoring of restoration programmes
Tikanga Māori and Mātauranga Māori – the education of
values and Te Ao Māori
Intergenerational knowledge – avoid loss of cultural
knowledge and increase application of that knowledge

Land area and reliability

Sustainable high value primary production

New target area – social
capital - there has been a
considerable attitudinal
change since the start of
the CWMS but further gains
must be made.

Develop a target area and goals for social capital.
(Responsibility for achieving the CWMS lies not only with
regulatory agencies but also with industry and the
community. The engagement of youth in water
management is needed. There is no target area for the
social capital improvements as the result of the
collaborative approach taken in the CWMS)
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Suggested changes to 2040 targets
11. Changes were also suggested to six of the 2040 targets. These are set out in
Table B below.
Table B
Target Area – current target

Proposed new 2040 target and reason for
change

Wetlands

100% of wetlands protected and/or in the process of
being restored to a self-sustaining system.

Dryland ecosystems

Land use activities do not compromise the
ecosystem health of drylands

Kaitiakitanga

Maintained high quality drinking water [for all] marae
Iwi Management Plans are refreshed and
responded to.

Irrigated Land area (and reliability)

Query as to whether the indicative target of 850,000
hectares of irrigated land is realistic.

Irrigated Land area (and reliability)

By 2030, access to reliable water is a foundational
element in driving increasingly higher value
production options for the primary sector – in a
primary sector whose brand recognition is tied to
suitable production – especially in the use of water

Energy Security and Efficiency –
maintain or increase Canterbury’s
contribution to New Zealand’s
security of electricity supply

Inappropriate as changes to New Zealand’s
electricity industry have overtaken the underlying
assumptions for this target

Generate at least 40-45% of power
used by irrigation in Canterbury
from irrigation sources

Inappropriate as changes to New Zealand’s
electricity industry have overtaken the underlying
assumptions for this target

Themes across target areas
12. During discussion in the Task Groups a number of themes that crossed different
target areas emerged. These themes, and possible ways of addressing them in
the CWMS, are set out in Table C below:
Table C
Themes across target areas

Discussion

Cultural expression of the targets and
goals – can the goals be expressed in a
meaningful way for tangata whenua – do
they speak to ki uta ki tai? Do they
measure Mauri? Can cultural values
also appear for example in FEPs?

Might require a substantial rewrite of the
targets and goals or be able to be addressed
though some form of overarching statement,
and some targeted actions.

Mahinga kai – concern was expressed
in a number of Task Groups that there
was insufficient action being taken to

This needs to be addressed in the goals in the
kaitiakitanga, recreational and amenity
opportunities, and environmental limits target
areas.
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Themes across target areas

Discussion

strengthen the commitment to mahinga
kai.

One way of integrating the treatment of
mahinga kai is to have its predominant
treatment being in the kaitiatikanga target
areas, with other target areas referring to it.

Resilience -related to the above, there
was a general theme that the CWMS
needed to recognise environmental and
economic resilience (especially climate
change, flooding, storms, earthquakes
and economic diversity respectively)

Climate change, flooding and storms are all to
a greater or lesser extent linked to climate
change and variability and should be
considered as per above.

Climate change - There is a need for all
goals to recognise climate change. This
is complex, it will affect a number of
goals including recreational and
environmental, economic, irrigated land
area, energy etc. It may affect limits in
plans.

There are two ways of addressing this issue.
One is to recommend a separate goal that
specifically deals with climate change. Such a
goal might be limited to research or process.

Over allocation – there needs to be a
firm plan for addressing over-allocation.
This is to ensure that recreational,
biodiversity and cultural needs are met.

Implementation needs to consider a diversity
of tools/approaches

Flow regimes – must recognise
recreational as well as mahinga kai,
environmental and cultural use. Need to
think about in the context of climate
change, and the link between flow
regimes, water use efficiency, the
availability of water for economic use,
and storage.

This can be addressed in the goals for
environmental limits, but must consider the
outcomes being sought in other target areas.

Urban – while drinking water is covered,
the impacts of urban stormwater and
wastewater (including septic tanks) is not
sufficiently addressed.

A separate section in the environmental limits
target area could be developed.

Achievability of goals – are all goals
realistically achievable – for example, the
irrigated land goal, some of the
ecosystem health and biodiversity goals
given environmental lag times?

This will be the subject of further analysis by
the Project Team and will be considered by
the next round of Task Group meetings and
engagement meetings.

CWMS outcomes – concern/lack of
trust/scepticism about whether the
implementation of the CWMS so far has
sufficiently considered cultural, social
and environmental systems.

This can possibly be addressed through a
combination of four things:

Alternatively, each target area could address
climate change when goals are set. The
challenge would be to do this in time, and
integrate cross the different goals.

Targets might be focussed on the
values/outcomes expected in urban
waterways, rather than projects.

-

Clear goals that are all achievable

-

Open and transparent reporting on the
goals
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Themes across target areas

Discussion
-

Addressing planning shortcomings when
monitoring and reporting shows that goals
may not be achieved

A clear implementation pathway that includes
roles, responsibilities and funding, and
involves buy-in by all arms of government,
sector groups, Ngāi Tahu and community
groups.

Implementation Issues
13. The Task Groups and Goals Working Group have also identified a number of
issues that will need to be addressed in work programmes and implementation
efforts for the CWMS. These are set out below in Table D.
Table D
Governance – the importance of strong and balanced governance and management
capability; the need for integrated action by all arms of government, sectors, and
communities; a desire for Ngāi Tahu to have a larger role in decision-making – how can
you act as kaitiaki without control?
Knowledge – much has been learnt in the last ten years but much more knowledge is
needed – for example, the cumulative nature of multiple pressures on ecosystems; the
impacts of climate change.
Measurement and modelling – community confidence in the CWMS will be assisted by
knowing that the outcomes sought are being achieved. Measurement systems that
integrate Māori and western scientific understanding are needed. There should be an
independent auditor and reporter on the progress of the CWMS.
Capacity and resourcing – these were raised as a concern by all groups, and in a range
of different contexts. It includes resources available to tangata whenua and community
groups to engage on water management issues, sector groups and land users who need
to adjust to land management within a limits framework and have high debt levels,
infrastructure costs, and councils’ capacity
Timing – two aspects were addressed – the impact of accelerating climate change, the
slow pace of in-stream changes due in part to environmental lag times and scientific
uncertainty, and the delays in planning responses.
Accountability and compliance – there need to be mechanisms for comprehensive
reporting against the CWMS goals, and accountability for carrying out implementation
steps. Accountability for compliance needs to improve.
Sub-regional implementation plans – there is a need for the goals to have a clear
implementation pathway – there need to be zone or catchment or sub-catchment
implementation plans (which should be integrated with iwi management plans). They
should include non-statutory solutions, restoration programmes, funding, responsibilities
and timeframes.
Emerging contaminants – important for drinking water, kaitiakitanga, ecosystem health
and biodiversity. Might be best addressed in the first instance by being a clear work
programme to investigate.
Plan-making – there are two opposing themes – plan-making is not agile enough, but
there is a need for certainty provided by plans that stay in place for a while. It is unclear
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how this can be resolved at a regional level other than through the use of best planning
practice, good monitoring and reporting, clear implementation plans, utilising a range of
tools including a commitment to review plans/consents if outcomes are not being met.

Future Process
14. Feedback from this round of engagement will be provided to the Regional Water
Management Committee for its meeting of 9 October, and also to a further round
of consideration by the Task Groups and Goals Working Group in October. The
outcome of that process will be provided back to key groups with an interest in
the Strategy for a further round of engagement from 12 November to 3
December.
15. Following that, the Regional Water Management Committee and Goals Working
Group will consider the results of the engagement, and report to the Mayoral
Forum in April 2019.
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Summary of Task Group and Working Group input to 10 Sep 2018

Theme

2020

2025 and 2030 Targets

2040

Drinking Water
Reduce Nitrates Levels in
Groundwater

A demonstrable decrease in nitrate concentrations in shallow
groundwater in priority areas is achieved.

Nitrate concentrations remain stable or reduce by
X% in priority areas.

Improve Drinking Water
Supplies

There is an increase in the percentage of the population
supplied with water that meets the New Zealand Drinking
Water Standards for health-based determinants.

Increase in the % of the population supplied with
community water supplies that meetings Drinking
Water Standards of New Zealand.

Increase Source Protection

New: (continuation of 2015 target) Prevent further
decline in source water quality by increasing and
enforcing protection zones.
Understood any emerging contaminant risks and identified any Understood emerging contaminant risks and target
at risk areas for targeted management and a remedial
management.

A11

Average annual nitrate levels in all groundwater wells*
in Canterbury are below 50% of the maximum allowable
value for drinking water
Nitrate levels in community drinking water wells are
below the maximum allowable values of drinking water

A13

A15
Understand Emerging
Contaminant Risks

programme underway.

Understood any emerging contaminant risks and
identified any at risk areas for targeted management
and a remedial programme underway.

A16
Improve Groundwater
Modelling

New: Remodelling of Groundwater to account for
impacts of Climate Change

Set and Meet Good
Management Practice

New: Reduce modelled nitrate losses from all
intensive farms by X% and: Review of effectiveness
of Good Management Practices (GMP) in reducing
Catchment Nutrient Loads
Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on
all new irrigated land and other land

Suggested New: Develop detailed dynamic groundwater
modelling to provide data that ensures policy recognises
impact of climate change.

A18

A19

A20
A23

Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on all new
irrigated land and 80% of other land in major rural land uses
(pasture, major arable and major horticulture crops), and have
100% of rural properties working towards those targets (and of
properties within urban boundaries that apply nutrients over
significant areas).

Recreation and Amenity
Improve Recreational
Opportunities

A positive trend in the availability and/or quality of
recreational opportunities in each zone.

A32
Restore Recreational
Opportunities

A (continuing and measurable) positive trend in the Note: No target set for 2040
availability and/or quality of recreational
opportunities in each zone.
New: Restored X number of freshwater recreational Restored at least one major fresh water recreational
opportunity in each zone that was not currently
opportunities in each zone.

A33
A34

available in 2010.
Understand Emerging
Contaminant Risks
Protect Fisheries

A35
A36

Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on all
new irrigated land and 100% of other rural properties
(and of properties within urban boundaries that apply
nutrients over significant areas).

Improve Lowland Stream
Health

No targets set for 2020

New: Improve understanding of emerging threats
(e.g. didymo and cyanobacteria)
Develop programmes in each zone for restoration
and protection of fisheries
New: Improve health of lowland streams by X%

Restored fishing opportunities in most lowland streams
in each water management zone
New: 100% of lowland streams and lakes in Canterbury
have improved fishing opportunities.
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Set and Meet Recreational
A39 Flows
Improve Recreational Quality
A41

2020

2025 and 2030 Targets

Achieved all flows that support recreational flow
requirements.
Of the lake and river sites used for contact recreation, an
Meet the recreational water quality guidelines for
increase in the percentage that meet recreational water quality lake and river sites used for contact recreation.

2040

Made progress toward achieving environmental flows

Achieved all environmental flows

guidelines.

New: Improve on National Policy Statement for
Freshwater Management targets for Canterbury rivers
and lakes being swimmable by 2040.

Reduce Cyanobacteria
A42
Emerging Issue

New Targets Theme: Other Emerging contaminant

Emerging Issue

New Targets Theme: Mātauranga maori

Emerging Issue

New Targets Theme: Climate Change.

A43

A44
A45
A53

55
Draft

Summary of Task Group and Working Group input to 10 Sep 2018

New: Develop and implement bathing water
standards for Canterbury rivers and streams (focus
on Cyanobacteria)
New: Research threat of emerging contaminants
such as microbeads, pharmaceuticals, hormonal
treatments, and include mitigation measures in
rules.
New: Understand the overlap between recreation
and mahinga kai and have a kaitiakitanga approach
to both.
New: Research impact of glacial melt and rainfall
pattern change on river flows.

Ecosystem Health and Biodiversity
X percentage of lowland streams classified as at least New: 100% of lowland streams classified as at least good
quality and showing an upward trend.
good quality and showing an upward trend (using
Ecosystem Health and Water Quality Indexes)

Improve Lowland Stream
Health
A62

An upward trend in diversity and abundance of
native fish populations.

Protect Fisheries

An upward trend in diversity and abundance of native fish
populations.

Increase Riparian Planting

Increased the length of waterway with riparian management
Increase area of native riparian margins by X% from
appropriate to aquatic ecosystem protection by 50% from 2010 2020 figures over time.
figures.
Protected all existing wetlands.
Certain proportion (e.g. 50%) of wetlands physically

New: 100% of rivers/streams classified as at least good
quality and showing an upward trend. [Note 2]

A63

A64
Protect Wetlands

protected and/or are in the process of being
restored to a self-sustaining system.
Land use activities do not compromise the
ecosystem health of wetlands.

A66
Protect Wetlands

(Protected all wetlands.) New wording proposed : 100%
of wetlands protected and/or in the process of being
restored to a self-sustaining system.
New: Land use activities do not compromise the
ecosystem health of wetlands.

A67
Lagoons and Hapua Health
A69
Improve Lowland Stream
Health
A70

A significant protection and restoration programme is in place
on the most ecologically significant river mouth or coastal
lagoon in each management zone.
Improved condition and water quality in at least 60% of
lowland streams and 60% of lowland lakes in each zone.

Examples of thriving coastal lagoons, and lowland or
spring-fed ecosystems in each water management
zone
(70% to 80%) of lowland streams and lakes classified
as at least good aquatic health water quality and
showing an upward trend.

Examples of thriving coastal lagoons, and lowland or
spring-fed ecosystems in each water management zone.
100% of lowland and spring-fed streams with at least
good aquatic ecosystem health or showing an upward
trend.
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Count Theme
er
Improve Lowland Stream
Health

2020

2025 and 2030 Targets

2040

New: Land use activities do not compromise the
New Target: Included in all planning frameworks:
land use activities do not compromise the ecosystem ecosystem health of lowland streams and lakes.
health of lowland streams and lakes (May become an
action rather than a target)

A72
Improve Foothill River Health

All foothill rivers and high country rivers and/or lakes either in
good ecological health or better, or showing upward trend.

A73
A74
Protect Dryland Ecosystems
A76
Set and Meet Good
Management Practice

A80
A81

Set and Meet Good
Management Practice
Understand Emerging
Contaminant Risks

Ecological health of all foothill rivers and high
country rivers and/or lakes continues to be
maintained or improved from 2020 levels.

Maintained upland spring-fed streams and lakes in very
good aquatic ecosystem health (no decline from 2010).

80% of other rivers/streams and lakes with very good
aquatic ecosystem health.
New: Drylands: no targets beyond 2010: Maintain existing high New Target: Included in all planning frameworks:
New: Land use activities do not compromise the
quality indigenous aquatic and dryland ecosystems in
land use activities do not compromise the ecosystem ecosystem health of drylands
intermontane basins and on the plains
health of dryland
Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on all new
Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on all
irrigated land and 80% of other land in major rural uses
new irrigated land and 100% of other rural properties
all new irrigated land and other land
(pasture, major arable and major horticulture crops) and have
(and of properties within urban boundaries that apply
100% of rural properties working towards those targets (and of
nutrients over significant areas).
properties within urban boundaries that apply nutrients over
significant areas).
Made progress towards achieving environmental flow and
Achieved all environmental flow and catchment load Achieved all environmental flow and catchment load
catchment load limits.
limits.
limits.
Understood emerging contaminant risks and target Understood any emerging contaminant risks and
identified any at-risk areas for targeted management.
management.

A82
A84
A85

Natural Character of Braided Rivers
Protect Braided River Habitats Protected significant habitat for a full range of indigenous
braided river flora and fauna.
Protect Braided River Habitats Protected and enhanced the habitats in riparian wetlands,
springs and the lagoons associated with braided rivers.

Protected significant habitat for a full range of
indigenous braided river flora and fauna.
Protected and enhanced the habitats in riparian
wetlands, springs and the lagoons associated with
braided rivers. Programmes in place to address
threats to improve the naturally uncommon
ecosystems from endangered to vulnerable.

Set and Meet Ecological Flows Made progress towards achieving environmental flows.

Achieved all environmental flows.
Made progress towards achieving environmental
flows [for Braided Rivers]
New: Increased community knowledge, awareness
and guardianship of the importance of mauri within
braided river systems.
Increase habitat area usable by all species of braided Increase habitat area usable by all species of braided
river indigenous birds.
river indigenous birds by X percent

All indigenous braided river-dependent species are
showing positive trends in abundance and health.

A86
A87
Protect Braided River Habitats
A88
Increase Braided River Bird
Habitats
A89
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Protect Braided River Habitats

A91
A92

2020

2025 and 2030 Targets
All resource management decisions concerning
braided river systems recognise and provide for ki
uta ki tai.

Emerging Themes
Social Capital

2040
Canterbury’s braided rivers show the dynamic, braided
nature typical of such rivers.

The community has confidence that the CWMS
process and underpinning knowledge systems,
including Mātauranga Māori, will deliver on needed
outcomes.
New: Measurement systems in place that fully
integrate Matauranga Māori and scientific
methodologiesand undeerstandings.

A93
Mātauranga Maori
A94
A96

57
Draft

Summary of Task Group and Working Group input to 10 Sep 2018

Environmental Limits
Set and Meet Environmental
Flows

Review of environmental flows and catchment load limits in
response to changing monitoring information, new
understanding and technologies, and if requested by regional
and zone committees

Continue to revise environmental flows and
catchment load limits in response to changing
monitoring information

Review of environmental flows and catchment load
limits in response to changing monitoring information,
new understanding and technologies, and if requested
by regional and zone committees.

A104

New: Establish catchment loads (and flows) for urban
contaminants and other rural contaminants.

Set Urban Catchment Loads
A105
Set and Meet Environmental
Flows and Load Limits

Established and begun to implement a programme to review
existing consents where such review is necessary in order to
achieve catchment load limits

Implement a programme to review existing consents Environmental flow and catchment load limits achieved
where such review is necessary in order to achieve in all waterbodies.
catchment load limits is X% progressed

A106
Establish Implementation
Plans for Flows and Limits
A106.1
Monitor Effectiveness

A107

New: measuring and reporting against environmental limits

New: Implementation plans are in place for all
catchments to outline how environmental limits
flows and catchment load limits will be managed and
achieved
Increasing use of the real-time monitoring and
reporting framework for surface water quality by a
wide range of the community. (Catchment
Accounting)
Reporting annually on progress toward achieving
environmental flow and catchment load limits.

A108
A119 Kaitiakitanga
A128 Marae Water supply
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Assure Marae Drinking Water
Supply
A129
Assure Marae Drinking Water
A130 Supply
Working together in
A132 partnership
Integrate kaitiakitanga

58
Draft

Summary of Task Group and Working Group input to 10 Sep 2018
2020
All marae and associated papakāinga have access to high
quality drinking water

2025 and 2030 Targets
All marae and associated papakāinga have access to
high quality drinking water (repeat of 2020 targets)

2040
New: Maintained high quality drinking water [for all]
marae (No target set for 2040 )

New: Supply to marae from Community and private
wells provide healthy drinking water

New: (from 2040) Kaitiakitanga is a normalised and
an integrated practice of water management

Kaitiakitanga is a normalised and an integrated practice
of water management

A133
Planning Regime Reflects Ki uta Integrated Ki Uta Ki Tai environmental management
ki tai
philosophies into zonal and regional management planning
A134
Improve Succession Planning

Integrated Ki Uta Ki Tai environmental management New: Iwi Management Plans are refreshed and
responded to.
philosophies into zonal and regional management
planning
New: Succession plans and rangatahi forums are in
place to enable the next generation to participate

A135
Establish New co-Governance
Arrangements

Further co-governance arrangements (developed in
partnership by Ngāi Tahu, the Crown and Canterbury local
government) for the active management of nominated
waterbodies in North and South Canterbury

Establish Tangata Tiakiwai

At least one Ngāi Tahu tangata tiakiwai is appointed in each
zone [Note 2]

A136
A137

Further co-governance arrangements (developed in
partnership by Ngāi Tahu, the Crown and Canterbury
local government) for the active management of
nominated waterbodies in North and South
Canterbury
Maintain at least one Ngāi Tahu tangata tiakiwai is
appointed in each zone

Wāhi Taonga and mahinga kai
A138

New: (from 2040 Target) Protection, in accordance
with Ngāi Tahu values and practices, of wāhi taonga
and mahinga kai waterways

Protect Waterways for
Mahinga Kai

Protection, in accordance with Ngāi Tahu values and
practices, of wāhi taonga and mahinga kai waterways

A139
Establish Mātauranga Maori
Reporting

New: Mātauranga Maori. Probably sits best in "Working
Together in Partnership"

New: An annual mātauranga informed report is
provided for rūnanga on the health of waterways to
inform water management decision-making (by
councils and Ngāi Tahu) Tikanga Maori

A140
Protect Waterways for
Mahinga Kai
A141
A142

New: (A or some) Freshwater taonga species (e.g.
wai kākahi or wai tuna) are identified and protection
zones are identified and put in place
New: Flows are returned to sustain 50% of Fenton
reserves and fishing easements
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Count Theme
er
Improve Decision Making for
Allocations
A143
Increase Opportunities for
Mahinga Kai

2020

2025 and 2030 Targets

2040

New: Papatipu Rūnanga are decision makers for
allocations of Ngai Tahu water in each catchment
Increased the abundance of, access to and use of mahinga kai

Increased the abundance of, access to and use of
mahinga kai: A region-wide mahinga kai plan is
developed and implemented, that informs and
influences statutory and non-statutory plans)

A mahinga kai food gathering standard is confirmed and
implemented as a water quality monitoring tool

Specific reaches of rivers and lakes are prioritised by
Papatipu Rūnanga for the protection and use of
mahinga kai and/or other cultural practices

A144
Protect Specific Reaches for
Mahinga Kai
A145

New: Protection Zones are identified for longfin and
short fin tuna throughout the region.

Protect Waterways for
Mahinga Kai (Specific species)
A146
Establish Mātauranga Maori

New: Tikanga Maori and Mātauranga Maori and Te Ao Māori

A147
Stop Loss of Intergenerational New Targets Theme: intergenerational knowledge
Knowledge

New: Tikanga Maori and Mātauranga Maori - are
recognised and integrated into the monitoring
systems
New: No loss of intergenerational cultural knowledge

A149
A152 Irrigated Land Area
A162 Infrastructure
Integrated Infrastructure
Approach for Reliability

and Water Use Efficiency
Integrated Infrastructure system provides X%
reliability to X% of irrigated land area while also
ensuring all target area water uses (environmental
(incl. MAR, drinking water, kaitiakitanga) are met as
per CWMS priorities.

A164
Funding Integrated
Infrastructure Solutions
A166
Improve Management and
Governance
A167
Build Agreed Integrated
Infrastructure
A168
Undertake Consents
Reconfiguration
A169

Started construction of regional storage and [improved
reliability of supply for at least 50% of irrigated land]

No Infrastructure targets set for 2040. New:
Infrastructure system provides 95% reliability to 100% of
irrigated land area while also ensuring all target area
water uses (environmental (incl. MAR, drinking water,
kaitiakitanga) are met as per CWMS priorities.

New: (continuation of 2015 target) Decided on the
mechanisms for funding infrastructure and the
ongoing operation of the strategy (Integrated - both
irrigation and environmental)
New: Business cases developed to guide public
investment in public benefits of reliability
improvements.
Started construction of regional storage and
[improved reliability of supply for at least 50% of
irrigated land]
New: (continuation of 2015 target) Complete 80%
(by 2030) of ‘consent configuration’ activity (20 year
anniversary of CWMS)
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A171 Land area and reliability
Improve Reliability
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Summary of Task Group and Working Group input to 10 Sep 2018
2020
Started construction of infrastructure identified in zonal
implementation programmes.

2025 and 2030 Targets

2040

Started construction of infrastructure identified in
zonal implementation programmes (Integrated both irrigation and environmental)

New: Improved reliability of supply for at least 50% of irrigated New: Irrigated land area optimised for sustainable
land (Part of Above: Build Agreed Integrated Infrastructure)
food production by achieving 95% reliability and

water use efficiency. (Mix of Storage, Piping and
Scheduling Technologies)

A substantial increase in the reliability of supply and the
area of land irrigated in Canterbury all of which has
demonstrated high standards of riparian, nutrient and
water use management, and has been shown to be
consistent with the principles of the strategy. An
indicative target is 850,000 hectares of irrigated land
with at least 95% reliability

A172
Develop Storage for Irrigation
Reliability

A173
Ensure Water Use for High
Value Output

New: Sustainable high-value primary production and
increasingly diversified sustainable land use

A175
A178 Water use efficiency
Establish Benchmarks for
Water Use

Improved reliability of supply for all irrigated land.

By 2030, access to reliable water is a foundational
element in driving increasingly higher value production
options for the primary sector – in a primary sector
whose brand recognition is tied to suitable production –
especially in the use of water [from workshop
discussion]

80% of water used for irrigation and stockwater is operating
according to best practice water use

New: (continuation of 2015 target) Established and
reported against a benchmark of current water use:
benchmarks for efficient water use are part of a
Canterbury/New Zealand sustainable high value
production brand.
New: Developed and reported on metrics for water
use efficiency, incorporating the benefits gained
from use of the water.
100% of water used for irrigation and stockwater is Implemented best practice water use on all irrigation,
stockwater and industrial/commercial use in Canterbury
operating according to best practice water use

Reduced water used for community water supply by 10%
(measured in litres per person for day) compared to that used
in 2010

Drinking water suppliers implementing demand
management programmes as part of good
infrastructure practices.

A179

A180
Establish Best Practice
Standards for Water Use

New (continuation of 2015 target) A system of
regionally distributed rural water infrastructure is
designed, timetabled costed and staged - enough
storage to provide at least 95% reliability to existing
irrigated areas
New: Sustainable high-value primary production;
Metrics give objective information on diversified land
use using irrigation enabled innovative, high value,
sustainable primary production. (May be better
situated under Economies Targets)

A182
Implement Demand
Management in Urban Water
A184 Use

Reduced water used for community water supply by
20% (measured in litres per person per day) compared
to that used in 2010.
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Summary of Task Group and Working Group input to 10 Sep 2018
2020

2025 and 2030 Targets

Increased the benefits gained per unit of water so that the
volume of water beneficially used (used in production of crops,
electricity, or commercial uses) in each zone as a proportion of
the volume of water take is, on average, 5% greater than that
achieved in 2010.

Increased the benefits gained per unit of water so
that the volume of water beneficially used (used in
production of crops, electricity, or commercial uses)
in each zone as a proportion of the volume of water
take is, on average, 5% greater than that achieved in
2010.

2040
Increased the benefits gained per unit of water so that
the volume of water beneficially used (used in
production of crops, electricity, or commercial uses) in
each zone as a proportion of the volume of water take
is, on average, 25% greater than that achieved in 2010.
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Draft

Summary of Task Group and Working Group input to 10 Sep 2018

Theme

2020

2025 and 2030 Targets

2040

Energy Security and Efficiency
Optimise Energy Use via
Improved Scheduling

A196

Increased the productivity per unit of electricity – per hectare
consumption for irrigation sector and equivalent measures in
other sectors.

New Target: Optimised line use charges through
new scheduling technology.

Factored efficient use of electricity in all irrigation
infrastructure

Measure Productivity of Energy
Use

Measured and reported on productivity per unit of Reduced the energy used per hectare for irrigation in
energy. And/or Increased the productivity per unit of Canterbury compared to that used in the 2010/11
energy by X from 2025 (downward trend in energy season
use per hectare or per unit of economic value).

Measure Energy Use in
irrigation

Begin to measure, monitor and manage power used Generate at least 40-45% of the power used by irrigation
in Canterbury from irrigation infrastructure (including
by irrigation in Canterbury from irrigation
multi-use hydro and irrigation systems) within
infrastructure

A197

Canterbury and other renewable on-farm sources.
A199
Integrated Approach to a Dual
Use for Water

Electricity distribution companies across Canterbury Maintain or increase Canterbury’s contribution to New
Zealand’s security of electricity supply.
work engage with major water users to increase
understanding and coordination of opportunities for
mutual benefit (load management, capacity
availability, generation options)

A201
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Selwyn River/Waikirikiri Plan Working Group
Third meeting, 18 September 2018, 1-4 pm at Lincoln Events Centre
Attendees: Paul Hodgson (Convenor and Zone committee), Mike Glover (SWWIM), David Irvine, John Grigg, James Guild (Farmers), Denise Ford (Waihora
Ellesmere Trust), Brett Painter (Environment Canterbury), Katie Nimmo (Waterways Centre for Freshwater Management), Iaean Cranwell (Environment
Canterbury Councillor and Zone Committee), Les Wanhalla (Zone Committee), Murray lemon (SDC and Zone Committee), Miria Goodwin (Environment
Canterbury Zone Facilitator) Ron Pellow (Zone Committee), Rachel Brown (Department of Conservation) Scott Pearson (Fish and Game)
Apologies: Warwick James (Farmer)
Purpose of the working group:
[From TOR] The purpose of the “plan” is to pick up issues from the Selwyn Water seminars hosted in 2017 by the Zone Committee and to propose a roadmap to achieve a
healthy Waikirikiri/Selwyn River with healthy people.
3rd meeting aims:
• Reviewing the issues and visions
• Getting into stage 1 (technical focus)
o Determining what types of data are available and if the data can be used to describe what the river was like in the past – particularly the 1950s1960s
o Expanding our understanding of the history of the Selwyn/Waikirikiri River
o Generating a collective understanding of the Selwyn Waikirikiri catchment
o Identifying good news stories and practical projects
Agenda:
1. Introductions and check-in
2. Reviewing the issues and vision
3. Continued conversation: what information do we need?
4. What is already being done in this catchment?
5. Wrap-up and next steps
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Meeting summary
What information do we need?
Environment Canterbury’s Chief Scientist Tim Davie and Senior Surface Water Scientist Dan Clark went through the draft list of information requirements with
the working group. This enabled a useful discussion about the types of information that are/are not available, the options for using comparative studies from
other catchments/rivers, and further clarifying for Environment Canterbury the reasons and wording for some of the information requests. Environment
Canterbury will come back to the working group with an indication of timeframes and what information Environment Canterbury can provide. Environment
Canterbury is also creating a closed website for working group members to collate these documents.

Identifying issues
Participants did some further work on the list of issues that they believe are important or that they are concerned about. Additions to the list from this 18
September meeting are shown in red in table 1 below. The group had a good discussion about some of these issues, starting to articulate some of the details,
difficult aspects and variety of viewpoints. Ensuring that the group deliberate on a balanced range of aspects, viewpoints and topics was identified as very
important.
It was agreed that:
•
•
•

Delving into some of these topics will be an important part of future meetings alongside presentation of data e.g. using mind mapping
The group will capture solutions ideas as we progress, trying to think outside the square and identify innovative solutions
Group members will suggest who they want to hear from in person at the working group meetings
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Table 1: Issues in the Selwyn/Waikirikiri River and catchment August 2018
Public perception & understanding
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Perceptions have changed from 20 years
ago
Hindered by negative media headlines
Can be difficult for land-users
What are the good news stories
Grappling with community expectations
vs the reality
Need to incorporate/include the issues
communities are really concerned about
e.g. algae, nitrates, reduced number of
fish
Keep questioning “who is the audience?”

Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere
•
Modified
•
Need to understand the science and
human needs

Cultural aspects
•
Cultural landscape/values management
area
•
Kaitiakitanga
Identifying solutions
•
•

Need to be innovative in identifying
solutions and think outside the square
Identify how we can achieve a stepchange – go faster

Complex jurisdictions &
responsibilities & context
•
So many groups and agencies
and plans make it difficult to
understand. E.g. CWMS,
LWRP, SDC, PC1, ECan, CoGovernance, LINZ, DOC,
Farming Industry,
Government, Ngāi Tahu
•
Importance of acknowledging
and understanding political
issues from the past (history)

Declining/poor water quality
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic
•
There are economic benefits
and costs
•
Tension between economics
and the environment
•
Co-habiting as a civilisation –
need to give and take

Nitrates in the future (50%
increase)
Phosphates
E-coli – science to identify
Algal blooms
Lack water
Identify where the problem is
Stock in waterways
Impacts of CPW
Impact of near river recharge
project
What will the river look like in the
future with increased nitrates?

Issues in river beds
•
Stock in river beds and drains
•
Pests
•
River beds not clearly defined
•
Weeds – gorse, broom, willow
•
Rubbish dumping

Water Quantity
•
•
•
•
•
•

Too much extraction?
Changing land use
Loss of native forest in hills and plains – changing to pine
On plains – dryland farmers changed to intensive irrigated dairy
Drained wetlands
Addressing the physical lack of water in the system

Data and information
•
Monitoring data not available/agreed on/understandable for
all/is fragmented
•
A ‘black box’ around water quality – very little historic data and
lack of baseline data
•
Research findings aren’t always immediately implemented in a
specific catchment and funding rounds and priorities don’t
always line up
•
Need agreement on information gaps, problems that need
research, identifying researchers and funding
•
Researchers less inclined to do applied research that might be
of more interest to communities
•
Specific questions e.g. why are there toxic algal blooms at Coes
Ford and Whitecliffs? and are we doing enough at Silverstream
and Snake Creek and other tributaries and streams? Is what we
are doing addressing the issues?
•
Acknowledge that there is so much information (overload) and
need to consider summaries and synthesis
•
Importance of ensuring a balanced range of viewpoints/data is
provided and considered, as well as ‘alternative’ views. E.g.
assessing the costs to ‘community inc’ of various options
•
Include the economic benefits of cultural, social environmental
aspects too e.g. economic benefits of/for mahinga kai
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Solution ideas
The group agreed to start collating solution ideas as they come up, acknowledging it is important not to jump to solutions immediately. The collection of ideas
to date include (note these are ideas that have not been discussed nor assessed in any detail):
• No shallow water extractions – use only deep water
• Identify three key questions (or case studies) for
researchers/scientists to investigate
• Native revegetation
• Initiate catchment scale monitoring
• Lifestyle block management
• Investigate catchment carrying capacity
• Avoid stagnant ponds
• Address shingle build up in lower reaches
• Address phosphorus in lake
• Recharge project
• Nitrate management
• Reduce contaminants
• Clean gorse and broom out of river bed
• Define the river bed: what is the Waikirikiri?
• Find e-coli source and limit it (find out how)
• Create biodiversity corridor

Vision for the working group
The working group has had several conversations about their vision. Below is a summary of information collated to date.
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Articulating the vision of the Selwyn Waikirikiri Plan Working Group
WHO
•
•
•

Grandkids
Community
Visitors

WHAT
Holistic
•
Ki uta ki tai
•
Become the poster child of river enhancement and
performance – environmental, social, economic
•
Protect the life force
•
Respect our river (all our rivers)
•
Link to Te Waihora – benefits to the lake
•
Clean fresh river
•
Enhance lowland streams
Use of river
•
Food source
•
Enhance mahinga kai
•
Harvest food from
•
Swim
•
Play in safely
•
Use recreationally – picnic, swimming, social hub
again
Biodiversity and pest management
•
Enhance biodiversity potential
•
Predator and pest free
•
Join biodiversity hot spots together
•
Clean riverbed (no weeds)

Words in this table are taken from an exercise
where individuals expressed their vision to a
partner who then articulated it to the group

Water Quantity
•
Maintain flows
•
Plenty of water
•
Improve flow and water visibility
Water Quality
•
Phormidium eradicated
•
No e-coli
•
Improve quality and state to an acceptable level

HOW
Process
•
Make changes using science
•
Take the community with us
•
Be mindful of the effects of climate
change
•
Improve understanding of the whole
catchment
•
Make well informed decisions
•
Avoid ill-informed finger pointing
•
Continue constructive process by
working together
•
Appropriately targeted research

How do we
know
•
•

Track improvements
Insect life in the river
(MCI)

Practical solutions
•
Address shingle build up in lower
reaches
•
Recharge project
•
Reduce contaminants
•
Define the river bed: what is the
Waikirikiri?
•
Create biodiversity corridor
•
No shallow water extractions – use
only deep water
•
Native revegetation
•
Lifestyle block management
•
Avoid stagnant ponds
•
Address phosphorus in lake
•
Nitrate management
•
Clean gorse and broom out of river
bed
•
Find e-coli source and limit it (find
out how)
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Some very clear aspects that people agree on:

Fits very well with the CWMS vision:
To enable present and future generations to gain the greatest social, economic, recreational and cultural benefits from our water resources within an
environmentally sustainable framework
Fits very well with the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee’s ZIP Addendum goals: A healthy Te Waihora, Kaitiakitanga recognised, quality drinking water,
biodiversity enhanced, healthy lowland streams, healthy hill-fed streams, and thriving communities and sustainable economies
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Fits very well with the working group’s success factors (July 2018):
Process oriented
• Working well together:
o Everyone understands different interests/views/values
o Come up with solutions together – and collectively confident that they are achievable
o Respect for everyone’s views
o People don’t walk away
o Not a blame game
• Good process:
o Everyone knew what they wanted to do so know it’s successful
o Genuine process, commitments and contributions – things that will address the issues
o Process resourced appropriately
• All parts of community involved
o Rūnanga involvement
o Working group has credibility with wider community
• Ways of working:
o Forward-focus; not trying to turn the clock back
o Decisions supported by good science
o This country group meets town groups (e.g. Avon Heathcote)
o Proactive approach to future problems e.g. monitoring
o Include education
Outcome oriented
• Glentunnel has a swimming hole again (toxins fixed)
• Win-wins
• A swimmable Coes ford
• A fix for Phormidium in the Selwyn
• Improved habitats for endangered species
• Positive outcomes for the lake
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Next steps
The next meeting will be at Lincoln Events Centre on 16 October 2018.
Actions:
1. If members are approached by the media, please refer them to Paul Hodgson who will work with Allen Lim, Chair of Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee
2. Please send Paul Hodgson and Miria Goodwin your ideas on:
a. Data/information requirements for the group
b. Feedback on the process at any time along with ideas for next steps
c. Specific groups/individuals/topics you suggest the group invites to present at future meetings

8
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 5

SUBJECT MATTER:
Zone Facilitator’s Report

REPORT BY:
Miria Goodwin (Environment Canterbury)

DATE OF MEETING:
2 October 2018

Action required
1. Reminder that the committee refresh process is underway. Applications for zone
committee community members will be open and advertised from 10 September
and close 7 October. Please encourage people to apply.
2. Note and discuss key items for future zone committee meetings including different
meeting format/timing for November and December meetings.
3. Note summary of answers to questions about Selwyn Te Waihora Good
Management Practice Nitrogen Loss Rates with Tami Woods on 4 September.
1

Committee Refresh

Applications for Zone Committee community members close on 7 October. Please
encourage people to apply.
Recommendations on appointments of community members are made by representatives of
the partners to the CWMS (Environment Canterbury, local Territorial Authority(s) and local
rūnanga) with decisions made by respective councils in formal council meetings. The
community members are appointed for three years from February 2019.
2

Key items for future zone committee meetings

06 November

Youth zone committee starting with welcome and lunch at 12pm and
finishing with youth at 3pm. Short zone committee meeting from 3pm to
cover any business. Note this meeting starts at 12 pm instead of the
usual 1 or 2 pm.

04 December

High-country/biodiversity-focused field-trip and end-of-year sharing of kai.
Details to come.

2019

Do zone committee members prefer to start 2019 meetings on 5 February
or 5 March?

3

Answers to questions arising 4 September

At the 4 September meeting, where Tami Woods discussed Selwyn Te Waihora Good
Management Practice Nitrogen Loss Rates, Ron Pellow enquired about the minimum
standard to be reflected in Nitrogen Baseline (2009-13) OVERSEER® files (in the Q&A’s
appended to the paper), to reflect ‘Selwyn Te Waihora gmp’ for ‘Nitrogen (Fertiliser and
Effluent Management) - Pastoral Systems’.
Tami answered that this minimum standard had not been changed as part of recent review
and changes. Ron pointed out that if ‘Selwyn Te Waihora gmp’ has been now clarified as
Policy 11.4.15 there were no maximum application rates for modelling Nitrogen (Fertiliser and
Effluent Management) - Pastoral Systems’ in OVERSEER®.
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Policy 11.4.15 states:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The type of farming activity; and
The drainage characteristics of the soil; and
The climatic conditions and topography of the property; and
The type of irrigation system used (if any); and
Whether the practices set out in Schedule 24 have been fully adopted.

The relevant practices in Schedule 24 include:
Fertiliser is applied in accordance with the Code of Practice for Nutrient Management [2007];
and either:
(a) the Spreadmark Code of Practice [Feb 2014]; or
(b) With spreading equipment that is maintained and user-calibrated to Spreadmark Code of
Practice [Feb 2014] standards.
Collected Animal Effluent:
(i) All collection, storage and treatment systems for animal effluent installed or replaced after
1 January 2014 meet the Dairy NZ Farm Dairy Effluent Design Standard and Code of Practice
[2013].
(ii) The animal effluent disposal system application separation distances, depth, uniformity and
intensity are self-checked annually in accordance with Section 4 ‘Land Application’ in the Dairy
NZ guideline ‘A Farmer’s Guide To Managing Farm Dairy Effluent – A Good Practice Guide
For Land Application Systems, Version 1 – Feb 2013’.
(iii) Records of self-checked animal effluent disposal system application separation distances,
depth, uniformity and intensity in accordance with Section 4 ‘Land Application’ in the Dairy NZ
Farm Dairy Effluent Design Standard [2013] are kept and provided to the Canterbury Regional
Council upon request.
ECan staff have reviewed and agree that there is no maximum application rates for
modelling nitrogen fertiliser and effluent management to create a nitrogen baseline using
OVERSEER® required in accordance with Policy 11.4.15 and Schedule 24. However, the
practices for fertiliser management in Schedule 24, and any effluent consent conditions at the
time, will need to be reflected in the nitrogen baseline files.
It is also important to note that good management practices will be expected to be
implemented in accordance with Farm Environment Plan objectives and targets for fertiliser
and effluent management. The implementation of these practices will be assessed within 12
months of a land use consent to farm being granted, then on a 6 monthly to 3yr (up to 4yrs for
irrigation schemes) basis depending on the audit grade achieved.
A copy of the revised Q&A’s is attached.
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What are the good management practice nitrogen loss rates to be achieved
in Hinds and Selwyn Te Waihora?
In accordance with policies 11.4.15 and 13.4.15 in the Land and Water Regional Plan(LWRP), within
both the Selwyn Te Waihora catchment and Hinds areas (upper and lower) a farms good
management practice nitrogen loss rate is determined by:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The type of farming activity; and
The drainage characteristics of the soil; and
The climatic conditions and topography of the property; and
The type of irrigation system used (if any); and
Whether the practices set out in Schedule 24 (Selwyn Te Waihora) or Schedule 24a (Hinds) have
been fully adopted.

This level of practice is applied to the farms baseline land use (2009-13).

When is the good management practice nitrogen loss rates required to be
met?
The good management practice nitrogen loss rate for a farms baseline land use is to be met from 1
January 2017.

What is the threshold from which further reductions are required?
Further reductions for farms with a nitrogen loss greater than 15 kgN/ha/yr in Selwyn Te Waihora
and 20kgN/ha/yr in the Hinds Area are made from the good management practice nitrogen loss rate
for a farms baseline land use.

Why are the good management practice nitrogen loss rates for Hinds and
Selwyn Te Waihora not the same as in Plan Change 5?
While Plan Change 5 (PC5) introduced a definition of the term “Good Management Practice” (GMP)
it does not apply in the Selwyn Te Waihora catchment and Hinds area. The architecture of the LWRP
means sub-regional rules prevail over region wide rules. The rules in PC1 and 2 require compliance
with Schedule 24 and 24a and the other factors in Policies 11.4.15 and 13.4.15 respectively, not
compliance with the GMPs definition introduced by PC5.
The definition of “Good Management Practice” introduced by Plan Change 5 also has each word
capitalised to indicate a difference, in PC1 and PC2 the phrase is in lower case. The introductory text
of the notified version of PC5 also stated submissions lodged on Plan Change 5 could not seek to
amend the provisions in Plan Changes 1 and 2. If the intent of Plan Change 5 had been to change the
PC1 and PC2 thresholds from which reductions were to be made, then the catchment load and
percentage reductions would have been recalculated and changes made to the PC1 and 2 policies
accordingly.

4 September 2018
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How is a good management practice nitrogen loss rate for baseline land use
to be determined?
A Nitrogen Baseline (2009-13) Overseer file for a farm is to be prepared. This will however need to
reflect the minimum level of farm practices as contained in policies 11.4.15 and 13.4.15.
This means the modelling of a farms nitrogen baseline needs to reflect the type of farming activity,
the drainage characteristics of soil, climatic considerations and topography, the type of irrigation
system used and the practices in Schedule 24.
The information below outlines the minimum standard to be reflected in Nitrogen Baseline (200913) files and provides advice on how file can be adjusted to reflect the minimum.

Irrigation
Minimum
Schedule 24 states irrigation application 1 needs to reflect use of soil moisture monitoring 2, a soil
water budget, or an irrigation scheduling calculator. The data inputted into Overseer will therefore
need to reflect one of these irrigation management techniques while also reflecting the type of
irrigation system used 3.
The minimum practice for irrigation management accepted by the Council is outlined in Attachment
1. This reflects an irrigation scheduling calculator approach with further refinements in accordance
with Policies 4.65, 4.66, 11.4.15 and 13.4.15 to reflect:
a. the monthly and annual amount of water required based on the irrigation system used; and
b. the annual amount of water that was available as detailed in the relevant water permit(s).
Overseer file adjustment
As set out in Attachment 1

Fertiliser and Effluent Management - all Systems
Minimum
Schedule 24 states:
Fertiliser is applied in accordance with the Code of Practice for Nutrient Management [2007];
and either:
(a) the Spreadmark Code of Practice [Feb 2014]; or
(b) With spreading equipment that is maintained and user-calibrated to Spreadmark Code of
Practice [Feb 2014] standards.
Clause b(iii).
Soil moisture monitoring is defined in Schedule 24 as meaning “methods of monitoring soil moisture that uses volumetric or tension
based methodology.
3 Consistent with policies 11.4.15 and 13.4.13
1
2

4 September 2018
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Collected Animal Effluent:
(i) All collection, storage and treatment systems for animal effluent installed or replaced after 1
January 2014 meet the Dairy NZ Farm Dairy Effluent Design Standard and Code of Practice
[2013].
(ii) The animal effluent disposal system application separation distances, depth, uniformity and
intensity are self-checked annually in accordance with Section 4 ‘Land Application’ in the Dairy
NZ guideline ‘A Farmer’s Guide To Managing Farm Dairy Effluent – A Good Practice Guide For
Land Application Systems, Version 1 – Feb 2013’.
The minimum practice Fertiliser and Effluent Management accepted by the Council shall therefore
reflect the practices above and relevant effluent consent conditions at the time.

4 September 2018
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Attachment 1: Process for inputting irrigation management into
Overseer
Data Entry
a. Obtain an understanding of the irrigation system(s) in place on the property between 200913 (baseline).
b. Block property with consideration of the irrigation systems during 2009-13 (i.e. decision
tools in use, return interval, application depth, irrigator type). Each irrigation system is
blocked separately in Overseer with appropriate areas.
c. Enter irrigation system type as one of the following:
i. Linear and centre pivot.
ii. Travelling irrigator
iii. Spray lines
iv. Micro-irrigation (drip and sprinkler)
v. Solid set
vi. Controlled flood
vii. Border Dyke
d. In the irrigation management section choose to schedule irrigation based on "visual
assessment/dig a hole".
e. Choose the months when irrigation might be applied – remember that the Overseer model
utilises 30 years of averaged climate data, therefore the irrigation data must also use the
long-term irrigation information relevant to an ‘average year’ as opposed to within year
tactics based on a drier or wetter year. Typically, the farms will apply irrigation from October
until March.
f. Enter irrigation management by month – the farmer will provide information about how
they made their decision to start and stop irrigating along with the irrigation depth applied
and the return interval. Because of the way most travelling irrigator irrigation systems have
been designed, it is more common for farmers to apply the same depth of irrigation (mm)
throughout the season, and to alter the return interval than it is for farmers to vary the
depth applied each month. The return interval must vary over the season and during the
shoulders of the irrigation season (September-October and March-April). Also note the
irrigation applications will be determined by the lightest soil in the irrigation run. This should
be reflected in the nutrient budget.
g. If farmer information is unavailable, then take time to understand the system in place on the
farm and make assumptions based on the rate of take, length of irrigator runs and the
capacity the irrigation system is designed to deliver. (i.e. many Canterbury irrigation systems
are designed for between 3.5-5 mm/day).
h. Because some properties did not have enough water allocated to them during the baseline
seasons, the maximum consented volume of irrigation per hectare in the consent should not
be exceeded in baseline file calculation. An exception to this is when a dairy farmer had
obtained an effluent consent and a building consent during the baseline period. In these
instances, it is possible to model the “operative farm system” assumed in the effluent
consent, including the irrigation and cow numbers modelled as part of the application.
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Key sensibility checks
a. Consented take – convert to depth per hectare from litres per second or consented annual
volume and compare with Overseer block Other Values page
b. Irrigation system specifications - instantaneous take rate, application depth and return
interval.
c. Model the depth and return interval for the most limiting factor (e.g. the water permit might
limit volume available, or the irrigation system may have too long a return interval to utilise
the annual volume)
d. Check the modelled annual application depth is no greater than the Irricalc average annual
volume, plus or minus one system application depth. For example, for a rotorainer, if the
Irricalc annual volume was 600 mm/ pa, and the rotorainer application depth was 50 mm,
then the annual application volume used shall not exceed a maximum of 650 mm/ pa.
Similarly, for a centre pivot if the Irricalc annual volume was 400 mm/ pa and the pivot
application depth was 15 mm then the annual volume used shall not exceed a maximum of
415 mm/ pa.
e. Check the distribution of the annual application depth approximates the Irricalc monthly
distribution. Also, for irrigation applications in September, October, March and April, check
the modelled monthly application depth is no greater than the Irricalc monthly application
depth plus 25%. If the Irricalc monthly application depth plus 25% is less than the minimum
irrigation system application depth, then no irrigation application can be applied. For
example, if the September Irricalc monthly application depth plus 25% is 25 mm and the
minimum application depth of a rotorainer is 50 mm then there must be no irrigation
recorded in September.
f. Irrigation events will be dictated by the lightest soil in the block (provided it makes up at
least 25% of the block).
g. For crops, check that the irrigation inputs are sensible for the crop grown in the block to
which irrigation water is applied (e.g. crops such as clover may require less water than
pasture). Irrigation must also not be applied to bare land (unless it is required to manage soil
structure/cultivation timing for which a narrative is included). Irrigation must also be
removed from the month the crop is harvested - unless a narrative is included to
demonstrate the reason why.
h. Check the modelled annual irrigation depth applied does not exceed the annual consented
volume.
i. Alter application depths or return intervals accordingly until Overseer calculates a similar
irrigation depth, with a comparable annual distribution, added to pasture (mm/yr) as
supplied by Irricalc (within one irrigation application depth)

Using Irricalc to reconcile annual volumes and comparable annual distribution entered as a
sensibility check against the Overseer estimate based on the user inputs of irrigation management
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

http://irrimap.aqualinc.co.nz 4
Enter the GPS coordinates used in the relevant Overseer block to choose the farm location
Select the irrigation method
Select soil water holding capacity for the lightest soil in the block (provided it makes up at least
25% of the block) and align with the PAW from S-Map (assume 600 mm depth)
Select crop type as pasture
Read the monthly and average annual irrigation water use in mm.
Alter the depth or return interval in the Overseer nutrient budget until the annual average
irrigation depth reconciles with the Irricalc annual average volume 5 and is consistent with
points d. and e. under the ‘key sensibility checks’ section of this document.
In the ‘property description’ box in Overseer, enter that Irricalc was used, and also the relevant
irrigation type, soil PAW and GPS coordinates. This ensures consent planners and FEP auditors
can easily check the Irricalc calculation, as the relevant report will often not be included with
the Overseer file.

Notes:
1. An Overseer user will need a basic understanding of irrigation systems and the maths associated with
checking these calculations and conversions.
2. A Certified Nutrient Management Advisor (CNMA) is recommended to have either completed the work or
reviewed it.

Do not use the Irricalc model version found at http://mycatchment.info/ as this is outdated for Canterbury
One of the key assumptions of Irricalc modelling is that soil is free draining. Note irrigation requirements may be less than
reported in Irricalc if the soils are poorly drained or the water table is close to the soil surface.
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